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DESIGNS 
FOR LIVING
Meet Doshi Levien, the creative duo behind JL’s acclaimed 
new Open Home interiors collection
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Why did you choose 
John Lewis for your fi rst 

British collaboration on the 
high street?
Nipa [Doshi, left , co-founder of Doshi 
Levien] and I have worked extensively 
with Italian brands and we’ve learned a 
lot about new production technologies 
and materials. We wanted to bring that 
knowledge and culture to Britain, and 
John Lewis was the right fi t. If you 
look at which company in the UK 
is making design accessible and 
distributing it to such a wide 
number of people, it’s John Lewis 
– a phenomenal company with a 
loyal following. It’s almost as if 
we wanted our neighbours to 
have our products – that’s the 
kind of reach John Lewis has.

What’s the 
thinking or 

theme behind the 
collection?

We’re noticing that people 
want to live in large, open 
spaces and that activities 
in the home have merged 
and are happening in one 

space, such as dining, 
playing, cooking. 

Th at’s why 
we think 
furniture has 
a larger part 

to play in defi ning how we use our 
homes. A sofa, for example, is quite 
bulky and sedentary, but that’s not 
for everyone – people want to see more 
of their interiors. Th e Pondok sofa in 
our collection is lighter for that reason, 
but is still comfortable. We made 
absolutely sure we wouldn’t compromise 
on comfort.

How do the pieces 
you’ve created cater 

for British homes and 
consumers?
We’ve pitched our work as modern 
because that’s what we do. But a British 
customer likes a warmer notion of 
modern, so we’ve aligned our pieces 

DESIGNS 
FOR LIFE

Jonathan Levien, co-founder of Doshi Levien, talks to Dalia Dawood 
about the design studio’s exclusive ‘Open Home’ collection for John 
Lewis’ Design Collective – furniture designed for today’s homes…
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Contemporary design has been enjoying a long and lively run on the 
international stage, but it’s growing in popularity on a much more local 

platform: our homes. John Lewis has a strong focus on design, heightened by 
its current Open Home collaboration with design studio Doshi Levien.

Th e studio’s collection is part of Design Collective, John Lewis’ seasonal 
collaborations with renowned designers to create contemporary products 
for the modern home. “We’ve had some insights over the years that tell us 
provenance resonates with our customers,” says Pip Prinsloo, John Lewis’ 
Design Manager, Home (above). “It’s important to them to know where a 
product is made, the materials used to create it and how it’s manufactured. 
We hadn’t introduced the designer before, but we’re collaborating with people 

who are doing exciting, diff erent things with design, so we wanted to 
tell those stories.”

Doshi Levien is a fabulous chapter in the Design Collective story – 
their ‘handwriting’, says Pip, sets them apart in a way that’s captivating 
for customers. Open Home’s mix of Scandi-inspired colours and 
sculptural shapes sits well with what people are doing with their 
homes, using them as contemporary living spaces, she adds. “Designers 
like them push us forwards and set us apart from our competitors. On 
the front of our Home catalogue (see over page), we always carry the 
slogan ‘Inspiration for the way we live now’… Doshi Levien’s collection 
fi ts that philosophy perfectly.”

Hit collaborations

The new collaboration with Doshi Levien 
refl ects the Partnership’s aim to ‘differentiate 

on product’, with John Lewis and Waitrose 
developing exclusive own-brand collections.

Paula Nickolds (right), MD, John Lewis, spoke of 
John Lewis’ and Waitrose’s decision to invest more in 
innovation and design in a joint session with 
Waitrose MD Rob Collins at February’s 
Leadership Summit and Partnership 
Council. “We need to treat our brands 
like the prized assets they are,” she said.

Paula also highlighted the potential if 
John Lewis could reach a point where 
50% of its ranges were either exclusive 
to it or part of its own-brand offer. 
“We’re setting our ambitions so high 
that we’re setting the standard at the 
bar of the international brands,” she 
said, asking her audience to ‘imagine a 
world where our brands are the fi rst 
choice, best in clas s, not just on a national 
stage, but internationally, too’.

Somerset by Alice Temperley
When launched? September 2012
What is it? An exclusive collection by 
the renowned British fashion designer

Bruce by Bruce Oldfi eld
When launched? September 2015
What is it? A collaboration, in selected 
stores, with couturier Bruce Oldfi eld

Loaf
When launched? September 2016
What is it? A collaboration with Loaf to 
create exclusive sofas and footstools

Palmer//Harding for Modern Rarity
When launched? September 2016
What is it? Designers Palmer//Harding’s 
capsule collection of structured shirts

Genevieve Bennett for Design 
Collective
When launched? October 2016
What is it? A range of Art Deco-
inspired cushions, rugs and wallpaperContinued on page 10 

The sky’s the limit, people…
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with Scandinavian design, which 
refl ects that warm yet modern 
approach. British homes are also 
smaller than European ones – our 
pieces are lighter to make the home 
feel more airy.

What’s your favourite 
piece in the 

collection and why?
Th e one that we put a lot of eff ort 
into in terms of getting the 
sculptural feel of it right was the 
Nami chair (below). We went 
through so many iterations of it, but 
we hit the right note with a little 
model we made to show to the John 
Lewis buyers and they loved it. We 
were determined to keep the essence 
of the model in the production 
stages. It’s designed to cocoon the 

person and create a space around 
them. To us a chair is not just an 
object, it’s a space. It is as much 
about how you look as how you feel 
sitting in it.

Does Open Home 
respond to the way 

people live today?
I would hope our collection off ers 
that – it’s there to help people live. 
Our home, for example, is an 
accumulation of pieces over time. 
I’m more for that idea of building a 
home gradually, and that’s the way 
our collection has been designed. 
Each piece has its own identity, but it 
also works as a whole.

Inspiration for the way we live




